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Independent Computer Consulting Group (ICCG) And QBuild Software 

Form Strategic Partnership To Provide A Complete Integrated Solution 

From Design Engineering To PLM And ERP Systems. 
 

Philadelphia, PA – September 25, 2020 – Leading Infor partner Independent Computer 

Consulting Group (“ICCG”) is pleased to announce a new strategic partnership with QBuild 

Software. Their solutions enable the direct connection of CAD data to ERP, reducing 

engineering costs, streamlining internal ECN processes, and equipping sales teams with 

engineering expertise all working inside Infor CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine) and Infor M3 and 

Infor LN ERP systems and Infor PLM solutions.  

ICCG, a Gold Channel and Global Alliance Partner for Infor, is an enterprise software focused 

consulting firm with a global presence and a track record of more than 2,000 business and 

digital transformation project executions across ERP, Supply Chain Planning and Execution 

Systems, Warehouse Management Solutions and Product Life Cycle Management Solutions 

deployments.   

"CADLink tightly connects engineering departments to their Infor Solution. We are excited to 

work with ICCG to bring digital transformation and make engineering processes more efficient in 

the industry. As a fellow Infor Partner, working with ICCG opens up opportunities to take bigger 

steps towards our mutual goals." Rey Bustamante, Sales Manager QBuild offers CADLink, 

enabling users the ability to integrate and synchronize their CAD data with Infor ERP and further 

allows engineers to create Infor Item Master and BOM records identical to engineering CAD 

data with the click of a button. All their solutions offer flexibility and targeted customization 

solutions for any specific need. 

“Real-time, bi- directional link to pull and push bill of material data between CAD systems and 

ERP and/or PLM systems is the focus of CADLink solution from QBuild Software. This helps 

increase productivity, bill of material data accuracy and cost savings,” said Bala Anantharama, 

Senior Vice President, Business Strategy and Enterprise System Architect. “With the real-time, 

two-way link between engineering design and your ERP, business operations and 

manufacturing benefits from drawing information identical to work order documentation. This 

solution completes the integration in the ‘Design to Manufacture’ value stream of any discrete 

manufacturing business. It eliminates duplication of data entry and reduces errors between 

Engineering Bill of Material and Manufacturing Bill of Material – so essential to drive speed to 

market and improve Engineering and Manufacturing collaboration in real time. We see this as a 

real need in the customers we work with for implementing their Enterprise systems across 

Product Life Cycle Management and ERP systems.” 
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“Such strategic solution partnerships enable ICCG to offer a differential and higher order value 

to its customers and completes the vision of a completely integrated business system for our 

clients from Design to Delivery,” said Shiv Kaushik, Founder Chairman and CEO of ICCG, Inc. 

“We combine forces of CADLink from QBuild and PLM and ERP solutions from Infor, where we 

play role of reseller and implementation consultant impeccably. This enables the ICCG team to 

showcase true care to our customers who otherwise will rely on different system integrators to 

get these different aspects working in harmony for their business.” 

 

About QBuild Software  

 

Since 2002, QBuild has provided superior service to customers and 

has assisted them in implementing their CAD ERP Link. Their many 

years of experience and commitment to excellence have earned them 

the reputation as the best CAD ERP integrator in North America.  

 

About Independent Computer Consulting Group (ICCG)  

 

Independent Computer Consulting Group (ICCG) is a Global Business 

and Technology Solutions Provider for the Enterprise. For the last 32 

years, ICCG has been providing innovative information technology 

solutions, always with an eye on the changing market and 

technological horizon. ICCG offers complete application and IT 

infrastructure services and support to meet key business needs and 

long-time global customers continue to rely on ICCG to satisfy their 

diverse and growing business needs. 

Our Partnership With Infor: 

Business critical applications and processes demand proven, battle-

tested solutions. That’s why we work with our leading, best-of-breed 

partner, Infor. Our relationship as a Gold Channel and Alliance partner, 

protects your investment and helps ensure seamless continuity across 

technologies and software generations. This partnership is strategic 

and a priority towards our goal of best serving our customers’ needs.  

ICCG is dedicated to helping customers bridge their gap between ERP technologies and 

business problems to deliver greater value from their technology investments. By specializing in 

the Industrial Manufacturing, Aerospace and Heavy Engineering and Automotive industries, 
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ICCG has developed extraordinarily deep industry knowledge and are experts in mapping 

technology to your industry’s needs. Combined with technology and application expertise, ICCG 

is uniquely qualified to accelerate results. 

We have earned our reputation for high performance and flexibility because we have a 

disciplined approach, stress honesty and integrity, and always put the needs of our customers 

first. Our motto is to “Do the right things,” and those are not just words; they are what we do 

every day to help our customers reach their goals. And help them take their businesses to great 

heights. 

ICCG, Inc. is certified as a women’s business enterprise through the Women’s Business 

Enterprise National Council (WBENC), the nation’s largest third party certifier of businesses 

owned and operated by women in the US. 

Visit us at: www.iccg.com or for more information please contact: 

 

Harriet Schneider 

ICCG Marketing Services 

ContactsUSA@ICCG.com 

215.675.5754 

 

 

 

 


